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Abstract

The properties of the auroral electrojets are studied by modeling the relationships between the solar-wind parameters and the

AU and AL indices with a trained echo state network (ESN), a kind of recurrent neural network. To identify the properties

of auroral electrojets, we obtain various synthetic AU and AL data by using various artificial inputs with the trained ESN.

The synthetic data show that the AU and AL indices are significantly affected by the solar-wind speed in addition to Bz of

the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). A contributions from IMF By is are also suggested. In addition, the synthetic data

indicate nonlinear effects from the solar-wind density, which is strong when the solar-wind speed is high and when IMF Bz is

near zero.
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Key Points:9

• We modeled the temporal pattern of the AU and AL indices with an echo10

state network model.11

• We put various artificial inputs into the trained model and examined the im-12

pact of various solar-wind parameters on AU and AL.13

• It was suggested that solar-wind density does not make a simple linear effect14

on AU and AL but that some compound processes exist.15
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Abstract16

The properties of the auroral electrojets are studied by modeling the relationships17

between the solar-wind parameters and the AU and AL indices with a trained echo18

state network (ESN), a kind of recurrent neural network. To identify the properties19

of auroral electrojets, we obtain various synthetic AU and AL data by using various20

artificial inputs with the trained ESN. The synthetic data show that the AU and21

AL indices are significantly affected by the solar-wind speed in addition to Bz of22

the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). A contributions from IMF By is are also23

suggested. In addition, the synthetic data indicate nonlinear effects from the solar-24

wind density, which is strong when the solar-wind speed is high and when IMF Bz is25

near zero.26

1 Introduction27

The AU and AL indices (Davis & Sugiura, 1966; World Data Center for Ge-28

omagnetism, Kyoto et al., 2015) represent the strengths of eastward and westward29

electrojets, respectively, and are widely used for monitoring geomagnetic activity in30

the auroral region. It is widely accepted that the behavior of the westward electrojet31

is mostly controlled by the solar wind input into the magnetosphere, and there are32

various models for representing the relationship between the AU and AL indices and33

solar-wind parameters (e.g. Akasofu, 1981; Murayama, 1982; Newell et al., 2007).34

When modeling the temporal evolution of these indices, it is important to consider35

nonlinear processes of the auroral electrojets. To describe the complicated processes36

of the indices, Luo et al. (2013) constructed a parametric model with many param-37

eters. Machine learning approaches are also used in many studies to describe the38

nonlinear evolution of the auroral electrojets. For example, Chen and Sharma (2006)39

employed the weighted nearest neighbors method for predicting the AL index during40

storm times. In particular, artificial neural networks are frequently used for model-41

ing the AU , AL, and AE indices. It has been demonstrated that the AU , AL, and42

AE indices can well be predicted with feed-forward neural networks using time his-43

tories of solar-wind parameters as inputs (e.g. Gleisner & Lundstedy, 1997; Takalo44

& Timonen, 1997; Pallocchia et al., 2008; Bala & Reiff, 2012). Recurrent types of45

neural networks are also useful for representing dynamical behaviors of the magne-46

tosphere (Gleisner & Lundstedy, 2001). Amariutei and Ganushkina (2012) predicted47

the AL index using a model which combines the autoregressive moving average with48

the exogenous inputs (ARMAX) model and a neural network.49

While machine learning techniques tend to be used for predictions with high50

accuracy, the learned relationships between solar-wind inputs and auroral electro-51

jets are of interest from the scientific perspective as well. As trained machine learn-52

ing models can describe the nonlinear behaviors of the magnetospheric system, it53

is meaningful to analyze the input–output relationships of the trained models. Re-54

cently, Blunier et al. (2021) have identified solar-wind parameters which affect the55

value of geomagnetic indices by putting perturbed inputs into a trained neural net-56

work. This study takes a somewhat similar approach. We employ an echo state net-57

work (ESN) model (Jaeger, 2001; Jaeger & Haas, 2004; Chattopadhyay et al., 2020),58

which is a kind of recurrent neural network, to describe the relationship between59

various solar-wind parameters and the auroral electrojet indices AU and AL. We60

then virtually sound the responses of the AU and AL indices to solar-wind inputs by61

putting various artificial inputs into the trained ESN model and identify the proper-62

ties of the auroral electrojets.63
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2 Echo state network64

We model the temporal evolution of AU and AL with the ESN model because65

it can be easily implemented to attain a satisfactory performance. The ESN is a66

kind of recurrent neural network with fixed random connections and weights be-67

tween hidden state variables. Only the weights for the output layer are trained so68

that the target temporal pattern is well reproduced. We combine the state variables69

at the time tk into a vector xk, where the i-th element of xk is denoted as xk,i. The70

number of state variables m is set at 1200 in this study. At the time step k, we up-71

date xk,i as follows:72

xk,i = αxk−1,i + (1− α) tanh
(
wT

i xk−1 + uT
i zk + ηi

)
(1)73

where zk is a vector consisting of the input variables. The weights wi and ui deter-74

mine the connection with the other state variables and input variables. The weights75

wi and the parameter ηi are given in advance and are fixed.76

It is desirable that the weights are given so as to attain the so-called ‘echo77

state property’. The echo state property guarantees that the ESN forgets distant78

past inputs. Defining the weight matrix W as79

W = (w1 w2 · · ·wm) , (2)80

a sufficient condition for the echo state property is that the maximum singular value81

of W is less than 1. If a certain matrix W ′ is given and its maximum singular value82

λ′ is computed, we can obtain the weight matrix W which satisfies this sufficient83

condition as follows:84

W =
α

λ′W
′. (3)85

We thus first determine W ′ randomly and obtain the weight W according to Eq. (3)86

with the parameter α set to 0.99. In this study, we set 90% of the elements of W ′ to87

be zero. Each of the remaining non-zero elements comprising 10% of W ′ is obtained88

randomly from a Laplace distribution for which the probability density function p(x)89

is written as90

p(x) =
1

2
exp (−|x|) . (4)91

Similarly to W ′, 90% of the elements of ui are set to be zero and the other non-zero92

elements are given by the same Laplace distribution. The parameter ηi in Eq. (1) is93

obtained randomly from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation94

0.3.95

The output for the time tk, yk, is obtained from xk as follows:96

yk = βTxk. (5)97

The weight β in Eq. (5) is determined so that the objective function98

J =

K∑
k=1

∥dk − yk∥
2

(6)99

is minimized, where dk is an observation vector consisting of the observed data. The100

present study aims to model the temporal pattern of the AU and AL indices. Ac-101

cordingly, the output vector yk consists of two elements as follows102

yk =

(
yAU,k

yAL,k

)
, (7)103

where yAU,k and yAL,k are the predicted AU and AL values at tk, respectively. In104

this study, 5-minute values (averages for 5 minutes) of AU and AL are used. We105
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give the input vector zk as follows:106

zk =



Bz,k

By,k

Vsw,k

Nsw,k

cos (2πHk/24)
sin (2πHk/24)

cos (2πDk/364.24)
sin (2πDk/364.24)

yAU,k−1

yAL,k−1


(8)107

where Bz,k and By,k denote the z and y component of the interplanetary magnetic108

field in the geocentric solar magnetic (GSM) coordinates at time tk, Vsw,k is the109

−x component of the solar wind velocity in the GSM coordinates, Nsw,k is the so-110

lar wind density, Hk is universal time (UT) in hour, and Dk is the day from the end111

of 2000 (Dk = 1 on January 1, 2001). The variables Hk and Dk are included for112

considering UT dependence and seasonal dependence (e.g. Cliver et al., 2000). The113

feedback of the predicted AU and AL indices which can be obtained using Eq. (5) is114

also included in the input vector zk. The solar wind variables Bz,k, By,k, Vsw,k, and115

Nsw,k are taken from the OMNI 5-minute data.116

If zk does not contain the feedback of yAU,k−1 and yAL,k−1, the weight β can117

be determined through simple linear regression because xk at each time step would118

not depend on β in Eq. (5). However, since the feedback of yAU,k−1 and yAL,k−1 are119

contained, the optimal β cannot be obtained by linear regression. We thus obtained120

β using the ensemble-based optimization method (Nakano, 2021).121

3 Performance of ESN122

We trained the ESN using data obtained over a period of ten years from 2005123

to 2014. We used 5-minute values of the OMNI solar wind data and the AU and AL124

indices provided by Kyoto University. Since the ESN memorizes the history of the125

input data, the ESN output should be compared with the observation after referring126

to the input data for the preceding several time steps. We then start the compar-127

ison after spin-up of the ESN for 72 steps, which corresponds to 6 hours for the 5-128

minute values, from the initial time of the analysis. It should also be noted that so-129

lar wind data are sometimes incomplete. If more than half of the data were missing130

for 1 hour, we stopped the prediction and spun up the ESN again for the subsequent131

72 steps.132

We then reproduced the AU and AL indices for the period from 1998 to 2004133

and compared the outputs with the observed values. In Figure 1, the top panel shows134

the AU and AL reproduced by our ESN model in October 1999 with red lines and135

the observed AU and AL indices with gray lines for the same period. The second136

panel shows the three components of the IMF. The green, blue, and red lines indi-137

cate the x, y, and z components in (GSM) coordinates, respectively. The third panel138

shows the solar wind speed and the fourth panel shows the solar wind density. The139

bottom panel shows the SYM-H index (Iyemori, 1990; Iyemori & Rao, 1996) for the140

corresponding time period. High auroral activity was maintained for the period from141

10 October to 17 October when high speed solar wind streams coincided with a con-142

tinual southward IMF, as suggested by the literature (e.g. Tsurutani et al., 1990,143

1995). The auroral activity was also enhanced during a magnetic storm from 21 Oc-144

tober. The model outputs mostly reproduced the observed AU and AL values well145

for these events.146
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Figure 1. The top panel shows the AU and AL values for October 1999 reproduced with the

ESN model (red) and the observed AU and AL indices (gray). The second panel shows the IMF

Bx (green), By (blue), and Bz (red) in GSM coordinates. The third panel shows the solar wind

speed, the fourth panel shows the solar wind density, and the bottom panel shows the SYM-H

index.
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Table 1. The root-mean-square errors (in nT) for the AL and AU indices.

Year RMSE (AL) RMSE (AU)

1998 101.19 46.09
1999 88.04 47.08
2000 99.10 58.20
2001 96.75 53.36
2002 89.90 50.52
2003 118.62 63.50
2004 99.84 47.72

Table 1 shows the root-mean-square errors (RMSE) of the ESN prediction for147

each year of the period from 1998 to 2004. The RMSEs were less than 100 nT for148

the AL index and about 50 nT for the AU index except for 2003. The RMSEs of149

AU and AL were larger in 2003 than the other years probably because of high au-150

roral activity during this year. Figure 2 shows the means of the |AU | and |AL| val-151

ues for each month from 1998 to 2004. The mean of |AL| exceeded 200 nT in most152

of the months in 2003, which indicates high activity of the westward auroral elec-153

trojet. The mean of |AU | also tended to be larger in 2003 than in the other years.154

In the model of Luo et al. (2013), which predicted the 10-minute values of the AE155

indices from solar wind parameters, the RMSEs were 83.8, 125.5, and 102.0 nT in156

2002, 2003, and 2004, respectively, for the AL index and 44.5, 58.7, and 47.7 nT in157

2002, 2003, and 2004 for the AU index. Our ESN model thus achieves an accuracy158

comparable to the model of Luo et al.. While Luo et al. used 10-minute values, this159

study uses 5-minute values in the prediction. Considering that data with a higher160

time resolution tend to contain larger noise, we believe that the ESN meets a satis-161

factorily high accuracy for the prediction of the AE indices.162

Figure 2. The means of the |AU | and |AL| for each month from 1998 to 2004.
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4 Responses to synthetic solar wind163

Machine learning models including the ESN model can be regarded as non-164

linear regression models for summarizing the relationship between an input and an165

output. Although there is a misfit between the ESN output and the observation, the166

system properties learned by the ESN would be meaningful. As the ESN model is167

a ‘black-box’ model, we cannot directly extract the input-output relationships in a168

functional form. However, we can virtually sound the responses of the AU and AL169

indices to various solar-wind inputs. If we put artificial inputs into the trained ESN170

model, we obtain synthetic AU and AL indices as outputs of the model under the171

given inputs. We can then identify properties of the auroral electrojets by analyzing172

the synthetic indices obtained from various artificial inputs.173

We obtained synthetic AU and AL indices by the ESN with an artificial in-174

put where the value of one of the solar-wind parameters was fixed. For example,175

we turned off the variation of IMF Bx by fixing it at a constant 0 nT and derived176

synthetic AU and AL indices where the Bx effect was excluded. We then compared177

the synthetic indices with the observed indices for each year to evaluate the impact178

of IMF Bx. Similarly, we obtained synthetic indices which exclude each of the ef-179

fects of IMF By, solar-wind speed, solar-wind density, and solar-wind temperature,180

and evaluated the impact of each parameter for each year. The fixed values of IMF181

By, solar-wind speed, solar-wind density, and solar-wind temperature were 0 nT,182

400 km/s, 1 /cc, and 2 × 105 K, respectively. We did not consider the case where183

the IMF Bz effect was turned off because the RMSE becomes very large without184

an accurate IMF Bz input, as obviously expected from the results of many previous185

studies (e.g. Arnoldy, 1971; Akasofu, 1981; Murayama, 1982; Newell et al., 2007).186

Figures 3 and 4 show the RMSE and mean deviation values in each year for187

the various synthetic AL indices where the effect of one of the solar-wind parameters188

was excluded. In each figure, the red lines show the RMSEs for the output of ESN189

using all the solar-wind parameters described in Eq. (8). The green and blue lines190

show the RMSEs when the effects of IMF Bx and By were excluded, respectively.191

The orange, light blue, and gray lines show the respective RMSEs when the effects192

of solar-wind speed, density, and temperature were excluded. To evaluate the un-193

certainty, we prepared 10 data sets, each of which was obtained by leaving out the194

data for one of the ten years from 2005 to 2014 and calculated the weights β in Eq.195

(5) using each of the 10 data sets. We then obtained the synthetic AU and AL in-196

dices using the ESN with each of these different 10 weight values. The solid lines in197

Figure 3 and 4 show the mean values for the 10 synthetic AU and AL indices. The198

dashed lines indicate the maxima and minima among the 10 outputs. Among the six199

solar-wind parameters, the effect of solar-wind speed is prominent especially in 2003,200

when some severe magnetic storms were observed, presumably because it contributes201

to the efficiency of the coupling between the solar wind and the Earth’s magneto-202

sphere (e.g. Akasofu, 1981; Murayama, 1982; Newell et al., 2007). The mean devi-203

ation shown in Figure 4 indicates the bias of the ESN output, and the positive bias204

means that the ESN output tends to be larger than the observed AL value, which205

corresponds to an underestimation of |AL|. The large positive bias for the case with-206

out solar-wind speed variation in Figure 4 thus suggests that a low solar-wind speed207

results in a small |AL|. Conversely, a high solar-wind speed activates variations of208

AL. We can also observe a relatively small effect of IMF By, which would also con-209

tribute to the coupling between the solar wind and the magnetosphere. In addi-210

tion, the effect of the solar-wind density can be seen for all of the years from 1998211

to 2004. The large mean deviation suggests that the solar-wind density enhancement212

intensifies the westward electrojet as implied by some earlier studies (Newell et al.,213

2008; McPherron et al., 2015).214
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Figure 3. RMSE in each year for the various synthetic AL indices where the effect of one of

the solar-wind parameters was excluded.

Figure 4. Mean deviation in each year for the various synthetic AL indices where the effect of

one of the solar-wind parameters was excluded.
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Figures 5 and 6 show the RMSE and the mean deviation values for the various215

synthetic AU indices. Each color indicates the result with the same input as the cor-216

responding color in Figure 3. The solar-wind speed effect is again prominent. The217

large negative bias for the case without solar-wind speed variation in Figure 6 sug-218

gests a low solar-wind speed underestimates the AU value. In contrast with AL, AU219

is likely to be strongly controlled by IMF By and the solar-wind density. In partic-220

ular, the mean deviation is largely negative for the case without density variation,221

which suggests an important effect of solar-wind density on the AU index, as dis-222

cussed by Blunier et al. (2021).223

Figure 5. RMSE in each year for the various synthetic AU indices where the effect of one of

the solar-wind parameters was excluded.

Figure 6. Mean deviation in each year for the various synthetic AU indices where the effect of

one of the solar-wind parameters was excluded.
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The top panel in Figure 7 shows some of the synthetic AU and AL indices224

from 21 October to 25 October in 1999. The red lines indicate the output where all225

of the parameters in Eq. (8) were used. The green and blue lines indicate the syn-226

thetic values where solar-wind speed and density was turned off, respectively. The227

gray lines show the observed actual AU and AL indices for reference. The other228

panels in this figure are the same as those in Figure 1. Although the ESN output229

is much smoother than the observation, especially in some impulsive events which230

would be related to substorms, the red line reproduces the observed AU and AL in-231

dices well. In contrast, when the solar-wind speed was set to be low at 400 km/s, the232

ESN model clearly underpredicted the strength of AL. This suggests that a high-233

speed solar wind makes an important contribution to enhancing the westward elec-234

trojet. When the density effect was turned off, the ESN tended to slightly underpre-235

dict |AL| although the density effect was likely to be minor in this event.236

A
E

IM
F

V
sw

N
sw

Day

Figure 7. Comparison of some ESN outputs during the period from 21 October to 25 October

1999. The top panel shows the ESN output with all the parameters (red), the synthetic indices

where the solar-wind speed effect was turned off (green), those where the solar-wind density ef-

fect was turned off (blue), and the observed AU and AL indices (gray). The second panel shows

the IMF Bx (green), By (blue), and Bz (red) in GSM coordinates. The third panel shows the

solar wind speed, the fourth panel shows the solar wind density, and the bottom panel shows the

SYM-H index.

Figure 8 shows the result for another event from 26 July to 30 July in 2000. In237

this event, since the solar-wind speed was maintained at around 400 km/s, which238

we set as the base level of the solar-wind speed, the green line was similar to the239

red line. On the other hand, the solar-wind density effect is visible. If the density240

is fixed at 1/cc, the ESN tended to underpredict |AU | and |AL|. However, the rela-241

tionships with the solar-wind density learned by the ESN seemed to not be linear.242
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For example, the difference between the red and blue lines tended to be larger on243

29 July than on 28 July while the solar-wind density was more enhanced on 28 July244

than on 29 July. This might suggest some compound effects of the solar-wind den-245

sity and other parameters.246

We closely examined the density effects learned by the ESN by computing247

other synthetic indices AU(N = 20) and AL(N = 20), obtained by fixing the solar-248

wind density input of the ESN at 20 /cc. We then obtain the differences249

∆AUNeff = AU(N = 20)−AU(N = 1),250

∆ALNeff = AL(N = 20)−AL(N = 1)251
252

where AU(N = 1) and AL(N = 1) are the synthetic AU and AL indices obtained by253

fixing the solar-wind density at 1, /cc. We then use ∆AUNeff and ∆ALNeff as prox-254

ies of the solar-wind density effect as a function of time. Figure 9 is a 2-dimensional255

histogram to compare ∆AUNeff and ∆ALNeff with the solar-wind speed. As the256

solar-wind speed increases, ∆AUNeff increases and ∆ALNeff decreases. This sug-257

gests that the solar-wind density effect on the auroral electrojets is not independent258

of the solar-wind speed effect but that the solar-wind density contributes to the au-259

roral electrojet intensity more effectively under high solar-wind speed conditions.260

The solar-wind density effect is likely to be small when the solar-wind speed is low.261

Figure 10 is a 2-dimensional histogram to compare ∆AUNeff and ∆ALNeff with IMF262

Bz. The solar-wind density effect gets large when IMF Bz is near zero. The density263

effect is small on average when |Bz| is large. The ESN model therefore suggests that264

the solar-wind density effect is most important when IMF Bz is small.265
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Figure 8. Comparison of ESN outputs during the period from 26 July to 30 July 2000 in the

same format as Figure 7.
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Figure 9. 2-dimensional histogram indicating the dependence of the solar-wind density effect

on the solar-wind speed.
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Figure 10. 2-dimensional histogram indicating the dependence of the solar-wind density effect

on IMF Bz.
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5 Discussion266

It is widely accepted that auroral electrojets are mainly controlled by IMF and267

the solar-wind speed (e.g. Akasofu, 1981; Murayama, 1982; Newell et al., 2007).268

In particular, IMF Bz has an essential effect on auroral activity. When IMF is di-269

rected southward, DP2 type electrojets (e.g. Kamide & Kokubun, 1996) are en-270

hanced and contribute to both AU and AL. The substorm current wedge, which271

contains a westward electrojet contributing to the AL index, would also be con-272

trolled by IMF (e.g. Kepko et al., 2015). As illustrated in Figure 1, the solar-wind273

speed also has an important effect.274

Although the solar-wind density effect is sometimes ignored when modeling the275

AU and AL indices, Gleisner and Lundstedy (1997) reported that the performance276

of a neural network for modeling the AE index is improved by considering the solar-277

wind density effect. McPherron et al. (2015) also suggested a contribution from the278

solar wind density to the AL index. Blunier et al. (2021) deduced the solar-wind279

parameters contributing to changes in the geomagnetic indices by using neural net-280

works, and suggested that the solar-wind density has a more visible effect on AU281

than on AL. The stronger effect on AU suggested by Blunier et al. agrees with our282

result shown in Figure 5. Ebihara et al. (2019) conducted simulation experiments283

to examine the impact of various solar-wind parameters on the SML index (Newell284

& Gjerloev, 2011), which is an extension of the AL index calculated from a larger285

number of observatories. According to their result, the SML index depends on the286

solar-wind density when IMF Bz is weak, while it is not clearly affected by the solar-287

wind density when IMF Bz is directed strongly southward. This simulation result is288

consistent with our result in Figure 10. Figure 10 may thus be regarded as statistical289

evidence of the compound effect between IMF Bz and the solar-wind density.290

Figure 9 shows the compound effect between the solar wind density and veloc-291

ity. One plausible explanation is the effect of the solar wind dynamic pressure which292

is proportional to NswV
2
sw. As some studies have suggested that field-aligned cur-293

rents around the auroral latitudes are influenced by the solar-wind dynamic pressure294

(Iijima & Potemra, 1982; Wang et al., 2006; Nakano et al., 2009; Korth et al., 2010),295

it is possible that the enhancement of the field-aligned currents increases the auro-296

ral electrojets. In Figure 9, however, the density effect disappears when the solar297

wind velocity is around 300 km/s, which seems not to be explained by the solar-wind298

dynamic pressure effect. This problem might be solved by considering the contri-299

bution of the plasma sheet condition. Sergeev et al. (2014, 2015) suggests that the300

plasma sheet temperature and density may affect the ionospheric conductivity in301

the region of the westward electrojet which the AL index represents. It has been302

suggested that the plasma sheet temperature and density depend on the solar-wind303

velocity and density, respectively (Terasawa et al., 1997; Nagata et al., 2007). The304

plasma sheet effect can thus partially contribute to the relationship between AL and305

the solar-wind density.306

6 Summary307

This study modeled the temporal pattern of the AU and AL indices using308

ESN. Although the ESN model is relatively simple, it mostly accurately reproduces309

the variations of the AU and AL indices. We virtually sound the properties of the310

magnetospheric system by putting artificial inputs into the trained ESN model. Our311

virtual sounding results show a strong impact of the solar-wind speed which was pre-312

viously observed in the literature. It is also suggested that IMF By and the solar-313

wind density have significant effects, especially on the AU index. These results are314

consistent with other studies. In addition, an analysis of the synthetic AU and AL315

indices obtained from the artificial inputs suggests that the solar-wind density does316
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not have a simple linear effect on AU and AL, but rather that some compound pro-317

cesses exist. According to the results, the solar-wind density contributes to the au-318

roral electrojet intensity more effectively under high solar-wind speed conditions and319

the solar-wind density effect becomes small under low solar-wind speed conditions.320

The solar-wind density effect tends to be important when IMF Bz is near zero. The321

density effect is small on average when |Bz| is large.322
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